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Hypertherm Introduces
Three New Plasma Systems
with Built-In Intelligence
and a Revolutionary
Single-Piece Cartridge
Consumable

Hexagon Unveils “No Compromise” CMM Laser
Scanning, Offering Manufacturers 70% Faster
Inspection & Ultra-High Accuracy

HYDRAULICALLY
CONTROLLED HOPPERS
These units are ideal where
control of the quantity of material dumped or the rate of discharge is critical. They operate off the hydraulic system
of your forklift and come
complete with male quickdisconnect hoses for easy
attachment to the forklift.

DIAMOND WIRE
MESH
ENCLOSURES
Send us the footprint of
your project and allow
our engineers to assist
you on your next
project!
Division 10 22 13.

CONVERT YOUR
FORKLIFT INTO A
WORK PLATFORM!
Available in 40", 72", 96",
and 120" lengths.

PROTECTIVE GUARD RAILING
These versatile guards act as both a visual and physical barrier to
help protect people and property such as aisles, docks, conveyors
and other equipment. Bolted rails are designed and tested to stop a
10,000 lbs load impacting at 4 mph from breaking through. Lift-out
rails shown. All hardware is included.
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Hexagon Unveils “No Compromise” CMM Laser Scanning, Offering
Manufacturers 70% Faster Inspection and Ultra-High Accuracy
First-of-its-kind HP-L-10.10 laser scanner offers manufacturers ultra-high accuracy
and inspects almost any surface at maximum speed with no user intervention
Hexagon’s Manufacturing Intelligence division today announced the HP-L-10.10, a genre-busting
non-contact laser sensor for Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMMs) that offers manufacturers the
ability to perform dimensional measurements at comparable accuracy to tactile probing and inspect
almost any surface in a fraction of the time. Manufacturers using CMMs for critical part measurements
have become accustomed to trading speed for accuracy. The HP-L-10.10 sensor utilizes Hexagon’s
latest cross-platform laser line scanning technology to offer similar repeatability and performance
compared to tactile measurements executed on the same CMM. Furthermore, it can measure 600,000
individual points per second with a probing form error of just 8μm, rapidly capturing a complete
high-resolution digital representation of a part that is valid for both surface and detailed feature in-
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spection. While laser scanning has been possible

actions beyond final part quality, whether that be

on CMMs, the HP-L-10.10 is 7 times faster than its

within new product development or continuous

predecessor and introduces high precision scan-

improvement initiatives.”

ning.
The HP-L-10.10 complements Hexagon’s extenThe new sensor employs Hexagon’s unique SHINE

sive offering of sensor solutions for CMMs, pro-

(Systematic High-Intelligence Noise Elimination)

viding manufacturers greater flexibility projects

technology, making it possible to scan almost

with confidence that their CMM investment can

any part surface or finish at maximum speed and

take on the broadest range of measurement

accuracy without user intervention.

applications from larger sheet-metal parts to
intricate electric vehicle components. Available

“We believe this laser-line scanner is game-chang-

for the GLOBAL S productivity line and GLOBAL

ing because it offers speed, flexibility and accura-

Advantage CMMs.

cy without sacrificing one crucial inspection need
for another,” said Patryk Wroclawski, Product

Developed in close collaboration with the device,

Manager Non-Contact & Laser Triangulation. “The

Hexagon’s PC-DMIS inspection software en-

HP-L-10.10 redefines what can be achieved with a

ables users to automatically produce efficient

single piece of equipment, so that our customers

laser-scanning paths by automatically generating

can utilize comprehensive measurement data for

the tips, scans, and motions needed for measurement. The software can capture
a single point cloud with variable
point cloud density within one
motion that is valid for both
surface and detailed feature
inspection. Users can easily
visualize surface imperfections,
fully exploiting the scanner’s
multi-faceted capabilities to
identify perceived quality issues,
imperfections to feed continuous
process improvement.
When measuring large parts or
remotely programming the CMM,
the user’s experience is greatly
enhanced by an integrated Overview Camera (OVC), that provides
a clear view of the work area with
visible guides on the part that
indicate the measurement range.
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The visible guides help to warn the Quality tech-

to boost efficiency, productivity, and quality across

nician when the measurement range is exceeded,

industrial, manufacturing, infrastructure, safety, and

allowing for easier routine creation and inspection

mobility applications.

through PC-DMIS software. The overview camera also improves productivity and collaboration

Our technologies are shaping urban and produc-

during inspection, for example photographing

tion ecosystems to become increasingly connected

a part surface that is out of tolerance to so the

and autonomous – ensuring a scalable, sustainable

operator and production colleagues can quickly

future.

locate the problem.
Hexagon’s Manufacturing Intelligence division
The HP-L-10.10 laser-line scanner is now available

provides solutions that utilize data from design and

worldwide. Visit Hexagon’s new Can I Measure

engineering, production and metrology to make

It? micro site for resources explaining how mea-

manufacturing smarter.

surement challenges are overcome with effective
strategies and the best use of CMM and sensor

Hexagon (Nasdaq Stockholm: HEXA B) has approx-

technologies.

imately 21,000 employees in 50 countries and net
sales of approximately 3.8bn EUR. Learn more

About Hexagon

at hexagon.com and follow us @HexagonAB.

Hexagon is a global leader in sensor, software and
autonomous solutions. We are putting data to work
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Why Mitigate?
Pat Bentley
Paul Davis Restoration of Greater Birmingham
What is mitigation?
Mitigation is the action of reducing the severity, seriousness, or painfulness of something.
Mitigation and restoration companies offers various types of mitigation services. Water damage mitigation,
fire damage mitigation, mold mitigation and emergency services. Most of these services are geared to stopping the damage and/or reducing the cost of replacement of valuable contents, cost of repairs and preventing future issues such as mold.
This article will address one area of mitigation that many face on a daily basis. Home water damages.
Approximately 14,000 people each day in the United States experience a water damage emergency in their
home or business. These water emergencies usually occur from appliance supply lines such as ice maker, dish washer, washing machine, and condensation line to the air conditioner. Other type water losses
include washing machine discharge, dish washer discharge stopped up toilet and sewage back-up. Other
water damages can occur as result of storms causing roof damage, tree falling during storm or rising flood
water.
According to the Institute of Inspection Cleaning and Restoration Certification (IICRC) water losses fall into
three categories. Each category has guidelines to reduce the current and future damage, protect the home
owner and business owner from dangerous bacteria and restore the property back to its pre-loss condition.
As mentioned in the previous paragraph water losses fall into three categories but they also fall into
four classes. These classes are where the water is located, floor, how many walls, and was ceiling involved. So basically, category is where the water came from and class is where the water is located.
For the purpose of this article, we will address the categories of water and how each one is handled to protect the structure affected and the home or business owner.
Imagine coming home from work and finding water all over your kitchen floor, into your living room and
amazingly in a bedroom adjacent to the living room. You inspect what has happened and as a homeowner you understand the water going through the opening from the kitchen to the living room but it went
through a wall to get into the bed room. Many homeowners and business owners will dry water with towels, use a shop-vacuum to get as much as they can. They look and don’t see any water and think its dry. Six
months later they see microbial growth usually mold growing on that wall the water passed through. They
fail to stop and think, how did that water go through the wall and into that other room. The fail to realize
they were unable to dry the area inside the wall.
The water source in this scenario was not mentioned but it could have been from a supply line to the wash10
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ing machine, discharge from the dishwasher or a
sewage back up from the city sewage system. All
three of these scenarios should be handled in different ways.
A category one loss is a clean water loss general
from a supply line. This water is basically drinking
water, that poses no health risk to the homeowner
or business owner. The fact that this is clean water
doesn’t mean it doesn’t have to removed and dried
in a timely manner. Removing the water and drying in a timely manner protects the structure and in
many cases flooring and walls can be saved reducing the cost of repair. To properly locate the water
between walls a Psychrometer is used to determine
the moisture level. This shows that areas of the
wall must be opened for drying and what flooring
should be removed to properly dry the subfloor.
A clean water loss is an emergency situation that
should be addressed in a timely manner. In twenty-four to forty-eight hours, clean was become contaminated and microbial growth can begin. This can
cause a clean water loss to become a category two
loss, which is grey way water or considered lightly
contaminated.
A category two water loss is a lightly contaminated
water loss usually from a source that contains detergents and soils from the dishwasher or washing
machine. A clean water loss is considered a category two loss if the water has sat for twenty-four to
forty-eight hours and hasn’t been address. A category two loss requires an anti-microbial spray to be
applied, carpet padding removed and discarded
A category two water loss must also be addressed
in a timely manner. Failing to properly address a
category two loss can result in the category two
loss, to be treated as a category three water loss because of microbial growth.
A category three water loss general comes for a
septic system back up, sewage pipe back-up, or
flood water.
A category three water loss requires the water tech-
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Custom Insurance for the
Construction Industry
With XINSURANCE, You Get…
> All-In-One Approach
> Agent Friendly
> Limits up to $10MM
> Property & Casualty
> Professional Liability
> Commercial Auto Liability

Ask us
about our new
coverage option –
Communicable
Disease
Liability

To get your free
custom insurance
quote for the
construction industry,
visit www.xinsurance.com

(available in most states)

> Products Liability
> Exclusions/Gaps in
Current Coverage & More
XINSURANCE is powered by Evolution Insurance
Brokers, LC (“EIB”), an excess and surplus lines
insurance brokerage. XINSURANCE is a DBA of
EIB, which is domiciled in and has its principal
place of business in Sandy, Utah. This insurance product is offered by an unlicensed
surplus lines insurer. The NPN for EIB
is 5464658 and CA license number is
0H93938.

You can also contact
Logan Fitzgerald directly at
801.304.5562 or
loganf@xinsurance.com

nicians to wear protective suits including respirators
to protect them from the bacteria present. Anti-microbial spray is applied upon arrival to reduce exposure
to the technicians.
A category three water loss requires the disposal of
all permeable items to be discarded. These items
include, carpet, padding, affected clothe furniture, baseboards, sheet rock remove two feet above
the water line affected insulation and discarding other
items contaminated that is unable to be sanitized and
made safe.
The most dangerous is the category three water
losses is a sewage back-up. Keep in mind this sewage
could be coming from other surrounding businesses
and residence not just the house that was affected.
This is why personal protective equipment must be
worn.
Do not attempt to dry sewage with a fan. This will
cause the bacteria to become airborne and affect
other areas of the house or business. An air scrubber with a special filter is used to clean the air while
commercial dehumidifiers are used to remove the
moisture.
Flood water which has entered your house or business is equal to sewage as far as water cleanup is
concerned. Flood water can and usually is contaminated by animal feces, dead animals and even leaking
sewers pipes. The same procedure used for a sewage
back-up, is used for flood water that has entered your
house. Any water that has hit the ground and traveled
through yards, streets and other outside areas is considered flood water and must be treat in accordance
to IICRC guidelines.
Looking back at the various types of water and how
you mitigate the damages, you can see why mitigation is necessary in order to protect your investment
but also to protect you from harmful microbials that
could be the results of the water loss.
Keep in mind in most insurance policies, it has mitigation requirements in the event of a loss to reduce the
damage and help reduce to cost of the loss. •
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Hypertherm Introduces
Three New Plasma Systems
with Built-In Intelligence
and a Revolutionary
Single-Piece Cartridge
Consumable

Hypertherm, a U.S. based manufacturer of industrial cutting systems and software, today announced
three new air plasma systems called Powermax SYNC™. Featuring built-in intelligence and a revolutionary single-piece cartridge consumable, this next generation of Powermax65/85/105 systems, is unlike
any other plasma in the world.
Powermax SYNC and its SmartSYNC™ torch replaces the traditional five-piece consumable stack-up
with a single color-coded cartridge. Technology embedded in each cartridge automatically sets the
correct amperage, air pressure, and operating mode and lets operators know when a new cartridge
is needed. Additionally, controls on the SmartSYNC torch allow operators to adjust the amperage and
change the cartridge without returning to the power supply.
The cartridge is manufactured as a single piece so everything within it is perfectly aligned and optimized. As a result, the Hypertherm cartridge for Powermax® systems will last up to twice as long and
deliver cleaner cuts versus traditional consumables. The cartridge can even track data, like starts and
arc-on time, to identify trends and make a user’s operation more efficient.
“The Powermax SYNC series delivers incredible ease of use, a lower operating cost, and better performance than any other air plasma before it,” said Erik Brine, General Manager of Hypertherm’s Powermax team. “We are excited to introduce what is truly a groundbreaking new product to the fabrication
industry. This simplified operation serves to help fabricators address many of the toughest challenges
they face today by eliminating operator errors, downtime, troubleshooting, waste, and training time,
while offering the same industry leading reliability all Powermax systems are known for.”
In keeping with Hypertherm’s commitment to offer technology updates to owners of its older plasma
systems, Hypertherm engineers have developed an adapter for Duramax® and Duramax Lock torches.
16
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This will enable owners of the Powermax45 XP and Powermax65/85/105 to enjoy some benefits of the
cartridge consumable platform, such as faster change-outs, easier ordering and inventory tracking,
longer life, and improved cut quality.
The Powermax SYNC series was unveiled today at the 2021 FABTECH Show in Chicago. Hypertherm will
begin shipping systems to partners in Asia, Australia, and New Zealand, as well as South and Central
America on October 18. Global shipments begin on January 17. Please visit www.hypertherm.com to
learn more about Powermax SYNC and watch the unveiling event.
Hypertherm engineers and manufactures industrial cutting products used by companies around the
world to build ships, airplanes, and railcars, construct steel buildings, manufacture heavy equipment,
and more. Its products include cutting systems, CNCs, and software trusted for performance and reliability that result in increased productivity and profitability for hundreds of thousands of businesses.
Founded in 1968 and based in New Hampshire, Hypertherm is a 100 percent Associate owned company, employing more than 1,800 Associates, with operations and partner representation worldwide.
Learn more at www.hypertherm.com
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Quik-Splint

GEN I and III with Chain Assembly
With the Quik Splint installed, less equipment & personnel is required for pole change out.
Plus it quickly pays for itself compared to lost revenue of outage.
Calculations were done on 55' poles at ground level. Will fit taller poles

Part Description

Part #

• Comes with chain assembly

GEN I

17.2400.00

• Approximate weight per half 65 lbs
• Dimensions 6' x 15 3/4"
• Material thickness 10 ga (.140)
• Comes with chain assembly

GEN III

14.0300.00

• Approximate weight per half 85 lbs
• Dimensions 6' x 17"
• Material thickness 9 ga (.156)

SEE THESE SPECIALTY TOOLS IN ACTION AT

PreciseMachineWorks.com
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Diameter Range

Fits Minimum of
9" Diameter
Fits Maximum of
13" Diameter

Fits Minimum of
10" Diameter
Fits Maximum of
18" Diameter

573-821-3178

AFTER

Stryker ST Series
Remote Control Spotlight

Hardwire Control Option
Wired Dash Mount

Wireless Remote Option
Operates up to 80’
from light

ST SERIES BY GOLIGHT
• Multiple Unit Selector Function
-2 units with 1 remote
• Home Position Function
• Fluorescent Remote Buttons

• New Wireless Technology Benefits
- Simultaneous Pan + Tilt
- Multiple users can operate lights in
close proximity without
interference

• Smart Programming Logic
- Quick and simple pairing

• Stainless Steel Mounting Brackets

• 5 Year Limited Warranty

• UV and Saltwater Resistant

GOLIGHT INC | 800.557.0098 | 308.278.3131 | golight.com
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Big updates on
CASE, New Holland, JCB
& John Deere

The OHV Pro is our answer to folks needing a stand alone, full featured scan tool for working on Agricultural, Construction,
Mining and other Off-highway applications. Brands such as John Deere, Volvo, Caterpillar and CASE are covered. Perform
bi-directional controls on hydraulics and special functions, such as injector coding, DPF regens and VGT calibrations.

8” Android Tablet | IP65 Rated | Bluetooth Wireless | Easy Updates | Remote Technician
®

WWW.CANDOINTL.COM
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909/CANDO-11(226-3611)

HYDRAULICALLY
CONTROLLED HOPPERS
These units are ideal where
control of the quantity of material dumped or the rate of discharge is critical. They operate off the hydraulic system
of your forklift and come
complete with male quickdisconnect hoses for easy
attachment to the forklift.

DIAMOND WIRE
MESH
ENCLOSURES
Send us the footprint of
your project and allow
our engineers to assist
you on your next
project!
Division 10 22 13.

CONVERT YOUR
FORKLIFT INTO A
WORK PLATFORM!
Available in 40", 72", 96",
and 120" lengths.

PROTECTIVE GUARD RAILING
These versatile guards act as both a visual and physical barrier to
help protect people and property such as aisles, docks, conveyors
and other equipment. Bolted rails are designed and tested to stop a
10,000 lbs load impacting at 4 mph from breaking through. Lift-out
rails shown. All hardware is included.
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